
and of whidh, I am sure, Chairman Idhrushchov is very well aware . If this
programme which is announced is executed, it will be in defiance of the
wishes of the peoples of-the entire world ; it will signify contempt for
the resolutions and opinions of the United Nations .

On hearing of the Soviet intention to explode this monstrous
weapon, my Government prepared and attempted to deliver a solemn protest
to the Soviet Government the day before yesterday . The Soviet representa-
tive in Ottawa refused to accept delivery of the note on the ground that
the proposed detonation of a 50-megaton bomb was a matter of internal
concern only to the Soviet Union . ,Surely it is not possible to contend
seriously that filling the atmosphere with radioactive dust is a matter
solely of domestic concern .

As c-homely analogy illustrating this Soviet argument ; let us
imagine two neighbôurs, one of whom proceeds to blow large clouds of
poisonous arsenic spray into the air over his garden : This spray is then
blown across the garden of his neighbour, covering the vegetables and .
fruits which the neighbour eats . Would such acts be allowed'in any country
of the world? The•answer is that they certainly would not .

The very fact that the United Nations has been seized year after
year with the question of the.cessation .ofnuclear tests, and the very
fact that-there are expressions of concern'from nations in all parts of
the world, refute the claim that nuclear testing and its uncontrollable
by-products are matters of domestic cohcern . Fall-out knows no national
boundaries . Once released, it affects indiscriminately nations aroun d
the world, large and small .

If the Soviet Government will not heed the protests of its
neighbours -- and Canada happens to be a neighbour of the Soviet Union'--
we have no alternative but to bring to bear through the United Nations
the collective moral judgment of the . international community .

It is one of the great functions of this world organization to .
focus world opinion, and here is a case where that should be done . I
cannot believe that the Soviet Union would be insensitive to an appeal by
this Assembly not to explode this super-bomb, which is bound to add
enormously to the radiation hazards we already face . I_am sure that-the
Russian people themselves would welcome a decision on the part of their
Government which would prevent this increased danger to their health as
to the health of all other peoples

. For these reasons, Canada has co-sponsored the draft resolutio n
introduced by Denmark . If it is to serve its purpose, we believe it
should be given absolute priority in the proceedings of this Committee .
We have only a few days in which to act ; it may be that we have only a
few hours in which to act in the United Nations . I sincerely hope that
the six-power draft resolution will receive the support of all member
states . Representatives will notice that it is worded in the nature of an
appeal : "Solemnly appeals . ." . I am confident that the leaders of the
Soviet Union will h'eed an expression of world opinion if such an expression
is given in the United Nations at this time . I trust that we will do
everything to prevent the occurrence of this great world tragedy .

S/C


